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A primary goal for cosmology and particle physics over the coming decade will be to unravel the nature of
the dark energy that drives the accelerated expansion of the Universe. In particular, the determination of the
equation-of-state of dark energyw[p/r and its time variationdw/dz will be critical for developing a theo-
retical understanding of the new physics behind this phenomenon. Type Ia supernovae~SNe! and cosmic
microwave background~CMB! anisotropy are each sensitive to the dark energy equation of state. SNe alone
can determinew(z) with some precision, while CMB anisotropy alone cannot because of a strong degeneracy
between the matter densityVM and w. However, we show that the Planck CMB mission can significantly
improve the power of a deep SNe survey to probew and especiallydw/dz. Because CMB constraints are
nearly orthogonal to SNe constraints in theVM-w plane, for constrainingw(z) Planck is more useful than
precise determination ofVM . We discuss how the CMB/SNe complementarity impacts strategies for the
redshift distribution of a supernova survey to determinew(z) and conclude that a well-designed sample should
include a substantial number of supernovae out to redshiftsz;2.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent observations of type Ia supernovae~SNe! have
provided direct evidence that the Universe is accelera
@1,2#, indicating the existence of a nearly uniform dar
energy component with negative effective pressure,w[p/r
,21/3. Further evidence for dark energy comes from rec
cosmic microwave background~CMB! anisotropy measure
ments pointing to a spatially flat, critical density Univers
with V051 @3#, combined with a number of indications th
the matter densityVM.0.3 @4#; the ‘‘missing energy’’ must
also have sufficiently negative pressure in order to all
time for large-scale structure to form@5#. Together, these two
lines of evidence indicate that dark energy composes 70%
the energy density of the Universe and has an equation
state parameterw,2(0.520.6) @6#. Determining the nature
of dark energy, in particular its equation of state, is a criti
challenge for physics and cosmology.

At present, particle physics theory provides little to
guidance about the nature of dark energy. A cosmolog
constant—the energy associated with the vacuum—is
simplest, but not the only, possibility; in this case,w521
and is time independent, and the dark energy density is
tially constant. Unfortunately, theory has yet to provide
consistent description of the vacuum: the energy density
the vacuum, at most 10210 eV4, is at least 57 orders of mag
nitude smaller than what one expects from particle physic
the cosmological constant problem@7#. In recent years, a
number of other dark energy models have been explo
from slowly rolling, ultralight scalar fields to frustrated topo
logical defects@8#. These models predict thatw5” 21, thatw
may evolve in time, and that there may be small spa
0556-2821/2003/67~8!/083505~11!/$20.00 67 0835
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variations in the dark energy density~of less than a part in
105 on scales;H0

21 @9#!. In all models proposed thus fa
dark energy can be characterized by its equation of statw.
Measuring the present value ofw and its time variation will
provide crucial clues to the underlying physics of dark e
ergy.

As far as we know, dark energy can only be probed
rectly by cosmological measurements, although it is poss
that laboratory experiments could detect other physical
fects associated with dark energy, e.g., a new long-ra
force arising from an ultra-light scalar field@10#. Dark en-
ergy affects the expansion rate of the Universe and ther
influences cosmological observables, such as the distanc
redshift, the linear growth of density perturbations, and
cosmological volume element~see, e.g.,@11#!. Standard
candles such as type Ia supernovae offer a direct mean
mapping out distance vs redshift~see, e.g.,@12#!, while the
CMB anisotropy can be used to accurately determine
distance to one redshift, the last scattering epoch (zLS

.1100). Because they measure distances at such diffe
redshifts, the SNe and CMB measurements have com
mentary degeneracies in theVM-VL andVM-w planes@11–
13#. More recently, Spergel and Starkman@14# have sug-
gested that this complementarity argues for using superno
at relatively low redshift,z;0.4, to most efficiently probe
dark energy. In so doing, they used a highly simplified mo
which did not consider a spread of SNe in redshift, syste
atic error, possible evolution ofw, or the finite precision with
which planned CMB missions can actually constrainVM and
w.

By including these ‘‘real-world’’ effects, this paper clar
fies the complementarity of the CMB and SNe and explo
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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strategies for best utilizing it in SNe surveys to probe
properties of dark energy. We show that dark ener
motivated supernova surveys should target SNe over a b
range of redshifts out toz;2, and that CMB/SNe comple
mentarity in fact strengthens the case for deep SNe surv

II. HOW SUPERNOVAE AND THE CMB PROBE DARK
ENERGY

Supernovae and the CMB anisotropy probe dark energ
different ways and at different epochs. However, both do
through the effect of dark energy on the comoving dista
vs redshift relation,r (z). For a spatially flat Universe an
constantw:

H0r ~z!5E
0

z dz

H~z!/H0

~H/H0!25VM~11z!31~12VM !~11z!3(11w) ~1!

whereVM is the present fraction of the energy density co
tributed by non-relativistic matter. This relation is easily ge
eralized to non-constantw and a curved Universe@11#; for
notational simplicity we write this and succeeding formu
in terms of constantw, though we generalize them to th
evolving case in our analysis. It is becauseH0r (z) depends
upon only two quantities,VM andw, that prior information
aboutVM ~or two independent combinations ofVM andw)
has such potential to improve the efficacy of a cosmolog
probe of dark energy based uponH0r (z).

CMB experiments can determine the positions a
heights of the acoustic peaks in the temperature anisot
angular power spectrum to high accuracy. The positions
the acoustic peaks in angular multipole space depend u
the physical baryon and matter densitiesVBh2 and VMh2,
on VM , w, and to a lesser extent other cosmological para
eters ~e.g., @11,15#!. Anisotropy measurements from th
Planck@16# mission, planned for launch later in the decad
should determine the positions of the peaks to better t
0.1%; the heights of the peaks will determineVMh2 and
VBh2 ~and other cosmological parameters! to roughly per-
cent precision@17#. Together, these measurements sho
constrain a combination ofVM andw alone~e.g.,@11,14#! to
about 10% precision. In particular, in the vicinity of the
ducial valuesw0521 andVM050.3, the combination

D[VM20.94VM0~w2w0!

'VM20.28~11w!50.3 ~2!

will be determined to aboutsD.60.03(VM0/0.3) @this re-
sult follows directly from Eq.~18! of Ref. @11# by setting
D l / l 5DV0 /V050]. The resulting 68% C.L. error ellipse i
the VM –w plane predicted for Planck is shown in Fig.
Polarization information could, in principle, improve the pr
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cision with whichD is determined by about 50%@18#, absent
problems with foregrounds or the polarization measureme
themselves.

The Microwave Anisotropy Probe~MAP! CMB mission
@19# currently underway should determineD to a precision
that is about 10 times worse than Planck, assuming temp
ture anisotropy information alone. This constraint is t
weak to usefully complement the SNe measurements. H
ever, if MAP polarization measurements are successful,
constraint could be improved by about a factor of two@18#;
we discuss the potential impact of MAP further in Se
IV A 3.

As an aside, we note that the physical baryon and ma
densities do not directly impact the determination of t
properties of dark energy. Rather, together with other cos
logical measurements, they can be used to determineVM . In
the following sections we illustrate how independent know
edge ofVM can improve the determination ofw.

Measurements of the energy fluxes and redshifts of t
Ia supernovae provide an estimate of the luminosity dista
as a function of redshift,dL[(11z)r (z). As an example of
a supernova survey, the Supernova/Acceleration Pr
~SNAP! @20# is a proposed space-based telescope to obs
;3000 SNe Ia out to redshiftz;1.7, specifically designed
to probe dark energy. To illustrate the essential principles
such a survey, though not all the details, we make the s
plifying assumption that SNe Ia are nearly standard cand
~after correction for the observed correlation between lig
curve decline rate and peak luminosity@21#!. With this as-
sumption, the mean peak energy flux from a supernova
redshiftz is

FIG. 1. 68% C.L. ‘‘error ellipses’’ in theVM-w plane for 3000
SNe all at a single redshiftz50.3,1.0, or 2.0, and for the Planc
CMB anisotropy measurement~without polarization!, assuming a
fiducial model withVM050.3 andw0521. Because observation
at a single redshift cannot break the parameter degeneracies
ellipses do not close. As expected, the CMB constraint lies al
VM.0.310.28(11w). At higher z, the SNe ellipses become na
rower but less orthogonal~complementary! to the CMB ellipse.
Note, a matter-density prior corresponds to a vertical stripe, wh
is less orthogonal to the SNe ellipses than the CMB ellipse. Thi
the basic reason why a CMB prior is more effective than a mat
density prior.
5-2
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F~z!5
C1020.4M

4pdL
2

5
~1010C/4p!1020.4M

H0
2dL

2

5
~1010C/4p!1020.4M

~11z!2F E
0

z dz

AVM~11z!31~12VM !~11z!3(11w)G 2

~3!

whereC53.0231035 erg sec21 is an unimportant constan
M is the mean absolute peak magnitude of a Type Ia su
nova, andM5M25 log(H0)125, with distances measure
in Mpc.

It is important to note several things from Eq.~3!. First
the energy flux at fixedH0dL depends only upon the comb
nationM and not uponM andH0 separately. Thus, the cos
mological parametersVM andw can be determined by mea
suring ratios of fluxes at different redshifts, which a
independent ofM, and soM is sometimes referred to as
nuisance parameter and can be easily marginalized over.
ond, sinceH0dL→z for z→0, low-redshift supernovae ca
be used to determineM,

z2F~z!→~1010C/4p!1020.4M asz→0. ~4!

For example, a sample of 300 low-redshift supernovae~e.g.,
as will be targeted by the Nearby SN Factory@22#! could be
used to pin downM to a precision of6(0.0120.02). Fi-
nally, an absolute calibration of nearby SNe Ia luminosit
by another reliable distance indicator~e.g., using Cepheid
variables to determine distances to galaxies that host SN
@23#! can determineM; together,M and M then fix the
Hubble constant, but we emphasize that this is not neede
probe dark energy.

For a survey of SNe Ia, the likelihood function for th
three parameters the supernova energy flux depends up
given by

LSNe~VM ,w,M!}P i expS 2
@Fi2F~zi !#

2

2s i
2 D ~5!

where zi are the redshifts of the supernovae,Fi are their
measured fluxes, ands i are their measurement uncertainti
~which also includes any random intrinsic spread in pe
SNe Ia luminosities!.

Unlike the CMB, which probes the angular diameter d
tance at a single, fixed redshiftzLS , the efficacy of SNe for
determiningw depends upon the redshift distribution of th
supernovae. As a first example, Fig. 1 shows how well 30
supernovae at a single redshift could constrainVM and w,
assuming a random flux error of 0.15 mag per superno
Because the sensitivity of the comoving distancer (z) to the
dark energy equation of state~e.g., as measured bydr/dw)
increases with redshift, the ellipse shrinks for SNe at hig
redshift @11#.

While Fig. 1 displays important trends, we note that
realistic survey would not target SNe all at one redshift. Su
a delta-function redshift distribution is very much less th
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optimal for constrainingw ~as we show in Sec. IV A! and
would be very inefficient, since large numbers of discove
SNe would have to be discarded. More importantly, a bro
distribution of SNe redshifts is crucial for addressing syste
atic and/or evolutionary trends in the SNe population, wh
must be under control if SNe~or anything else! are to be
valid probes of dark energy.

In addition, there is much more to studying dark ener
than determining the average value ofw in the most efficient
manner. Constraining the time variation of the equation
state is critical for understanding the nature of dark ene
The CMB has no sensitivity to evolution ofw; SNe can
probe time variation ofw, and a broad distribution of SNe
redshifts~out to z;2) is required to achieve it, as we sho
below. In Sec. IV we discuss strategies for the distribution
SNe redshifts and results for some plausible examples.
nally, determining cosmological parameters~here VM and
w) by two very different techniques has the virtue of provi
ing consistency checks on the framework of dark energy
well as the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmology@24,25#.

III. CMB ÕSNe COMPLEMENTARITY

Some trends in the CMB/SNe complementarity are illu
trated in Fig. 1. For the fiducial model (w0521, VM0
50.3), the Planck error ellipse in theVM-w plane is ap-
proximately oriented along the lineVM.0.310.28(11w),
as indicated by Eq.~2!. By contrast, the error ellipse for 300
SNe at fixed redshift has a negative slope in this plane; w
increasing redshift it rotates towardVM5const, and its
width narrows. The reason for the rotation is simple: at h
redshift, matter becomes more dynamically important th
dark energy, and the SNe are therefore probing the ma
density. While the width of the SNe ellipse shrinks with i
creasing redshift, it becomes less complementary with
CMB ellipse. Figure 1 also makes it clear why CMB aniso
ropy is more complementary than the matter density inf
mation: the matter density prior, which corresponds to a v
tical stripe, is less orthogonal to the SNe ellipse.

To be quantitative, it is useful to write down the join
likelihood function:

Ljoint5LSNe3LCMB3Lother. ~6!

The CMB likelihood function can be approximated as

LCMB5LCMB,0~VM ,w!3expF2
~rB2rB0!2

2srB

2 G
3expF2

~rM2rM0!2

2srM

2 G ~7!

where

LCMB,0}expF ~D2D0!2

2sD
2 G , ~8!
5-3
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D5VM20.28(11w), D0.0.3 is the fiducial value ofD,
sD.0.1D0 is the projected accuracy for Planck,1 rB
51.88VBh2310229 g cm23, rM51.88VMh2310229

g cm23, rB0 is the fiducial value of the baryon density, an
rM0 is the fiducial value of the matter density.

The accuracy of the CMB constraint in theVM-w plane
depends on three factors: the experiment~and whether polar-
ization information is included!, the parameter set consid
ered, and the presence and nature of foregrounds. For c
parison with SNe without systematics, we consider the CM
without foregrounds and assuming a moderate set of e
cosmological parameters and adopt the CMB constraint f
Ref. @26#. Under these assumptions,VMh2 and VBh2 are
determined to 1.6% and 0.8%, respectively, for Planck w
temperature information only. Comparison with SNe w
systematics requires the inclusion of foregrounds, and is
viously model dependent. Tegmarket al. @27# have shown
that the accuracy in all cosmological parameters of our in
est degrades only slightly even in the presence of a fa
generous foreground model~their MID model!. Neverthe-
less, the presence of foregrounds is expected to degrad
optimistic uncertainties computed without the systema
~e.g.@28#!. To account for that, we follow Ref.@18#, where a
more generous set of ten parameters is considered, but w
out such ‘‘luxury parameters’’ such as running of the spec
tilt and neutrino mass which were assumed in Ref.@27#. As a
result, our model of the CMB with systematics constrains
quantityD 30–40 % worse than the CMB without systema
ics.

As noted in Sec. II, the CMB determination of the bary
and matter densities is not directly useful for constrain
dark energy: when the joint likelihood function is margina
ized over the matter and baryon densities to obtain the o
dimensional probability distribution forw, the integrations
over VBh2 and VMh2 are trivial. On the other hand, if we
can obtain information aboutM ~from non-SNe distance
measurements! andM ~from low-redshift SNe! and thereby
~or otherwise! constrainH0, then the CMB determination o
VMh2 constrainsVM as well, which would directly impac
the joint determination ofw. Of course, any other externa
determination ofVM would have the same effect; later, w
will discuss how variousVM priors affect the determination
of w.

Assuming no information aboutM ~or equivalentlyH0),
the joint likelihood function becomes

Ljoint~VM ,w!5LCMB,03LSNe. ~9!

From this function, we obtain one-dimensional probabil
distributions for w by marginalizing overVM . As a first
case, we again assume a baseline sample of 3000 SNe
one redshift, with a random flux error of 0.15 mag per s

1Note that this is merely illustrative. In fact we treatD by the
exact expression for the distance to the last scattering surface
Eq. ~1! generalized to evolvingw(z).
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pernova. In Fig. 2 we show the effect of including CMB
VM information in the determination of the dark energ
equation of state, assumingw5const. If the CMB measure
ment ofD is assumed to be ‘‘perfect’’ (sD50) as was done
in Ref. @14#, the predictedsw drops significantly with in-
creasing redshift and continues to do so out toz'1.5. The
effect of a perfect matter density prior (sVM

50) is similar.

This qualitative behavior can be understood by referring
Fig. 1 and considering the intersection of the CMB line~now
an infinitely thin ellipse! with the SNe ellipses or of a verti
cal line ~fixed VM) with the SNe ellipses. The decreasin
width of the SNe ellipses wins out over the decreas
complementarity at higher redshift.

The qualitative behavior changes, however, when fin
precision for the CMB and matter density measurement
taken into account; as examples, for the CMB we use
projected Planck accuracy discussed above, and for the
ter density we assumesVM

50.03. Not only is the uncer-

tainty sw larger in these cases, but it now reaches a m
mum atz;0.2 and rises slightly at higher redshift. For fini
widths of the matter density or CMB priors, the decreas
complementarity now wins out over the decreasing width
the SNe ellipse with increasing redshift.

Thus far, we have not allowed for systematic error
measuring the supernova flux at a given redshift. This me
that by measuring a large number of supernovae at a g
redshift, the flux and therebyr (z) can be determined to ar
bitrarily high accuracy. In reality, the presence of residu
systematic uncertainty is likely to impose a floor to improv
ment. As a simple model for irreducible systematic error
the SNe measurements, we assume the flux error in a sp
fied redshift interval is given byA(0.02)21(0.15)2/Ni mag,

.e.,

FIG. 2. The predicted 1-s uncertainty in the equation-of-stat
parameterw for 3000 SNeat a single redshift z, with matter density
and CMB priors as indicated~and the same fiducial model as in Fig
1!. The dotted curve in each case includes the effect of a 0.02
irreducible systematic error in measuring the energy flux. The p
gression from ‘‘solid to dashed to dotted’’ goes from ‘‘ideal to r
alistic.’’ The legend entries correspond to order at the very left e
bottom to top.
5-4
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where 0.15 mag is the assumed statistical error per SN,
mag is the irreducible error,2 andNi is the number of super
novae observed in that redshift interval. This model pen
izes observing large numbers of SNe at the same red
since the irreducible error adds to the Poisson error:
reaches diminishing returns forNi;100, at which point the
error is only;20% larger than its asymptotic value. Whi
this model is certainly simplistic, it captures in a straightfo
ward way the essential point: increasing the number of S
cannot decrease the measured error inH0r (zi) to arbitrarily
small values@29#.

Figure 2 illustrates the effect of systematic error. At re
shifts less than aboutz;0.5, systematic error increasessw
significantly: without the irreducible flux error, the estima
for sw was optimistically small because the flux error w
allowed to decrease to a tiny value (;0.003 mag). With
systematic flux error included, the predicted error inw from
a combined Planck CMB measurement and a hypothe
sample of 3000 SNe~all at redshiftz) flattens atz;1, with
an asymptotic amplitudesw.0.05.

As noted in Sec. II, a realistic survey would not targ
supernovae all at a single redshift, as assumed up to n
Moreover, since the orientation of the SN error ellipse in
VM-w plane rotates withz ~see Fig. 1!, a spread of SNe
redshifts helps break the degeneracy betweenVM andw. In
the next section, we consider more realistic strategies for
supernova redshift distribution to optimally probe dark e
ergy.

IV. STRATEGIES FOR CMB ÕSNe COMPLEMENTARITY

A. Optimal

The issue of optimal strategies for determining dark
ergy properties using SNe in a realistic experiment has b
addressed in Refs.@11,30#. Here, we extend these results
incorporate CMB anisotropy and other measurements.

1. No systematic error

The optimization problem can be stated as follows:
have three cosmological parameters (M, VM , andw; later
we will add a fourth,dw/dz); we have ‘‘prior information’’
~from the CMB anisotropy and/or an independent determi
tion of VM); and we wish to determine the redshift distrib
tion of the SNe which minimizes the error onw, with the
constraint that they are confined to the interval@0,zmax#. For
now, we assume that the total number of observed SN
held fixed, and we do not include systematic error in the S
measurements. Later we will relax both of these assu
tions.

Huterer and Turner@11# showed that for theN-parameter
problem with no priors, the optimal redshift distributio

2In practice, the level of the residual systematic error depend
survey design, e.g., telescope aperture and stability, wavele
coverage, observing cadence, point spread function, seeing,
background, etc. The systematic error quoted here is based o
fact that SNAP is specifically designed to achieve 0.02 mag syst
atic error in redshift bins of widthDz50.1.
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comprisesN delta functions, with one atz50, one atzmax,
and the others in between. The amplitudes of the delta fu
tions and their positions relative tozmax vary little with the
value ofzmax.

3 Adding a ‘‘strong’’ prior on one, or a combi-
nation, of the three parameters reduces the number of d
functions by one; adding two strong priors reduces the nu
ber of delta functions by two, and so on. A strong prior is o
that constrains one, or a combination, of the three parame
better than the SNe measurements alone would. In actua
this is a continuous process, with the amplitude of one of
delta functions going to zero as the quality of the prior im
proves. Further, for smallerzmax it is easier to have a stron
prior, since the SNe constrain the parameters less well.

For illustration we consider a survey of about 3000 S
with survey depthzmax51.7. These choices are motivated b
the proposed SNAP survey@20# and thus provide a usefu
benchmark~SNAP should obtain 3000 Type Ia SNe in abo
two years of observations!. Figure 3 shows the optimal SN
redshift distribution with no CMB prior, a perfect CMB prio
(sD50), and the Planck prior~see Sec. III!. For compari-
son, we also show one of the redshift distributions curren
proposed for SNAP~2812 SNe in the redshift interval 0.
21.7) combined with that for the Nearby SN Factory~300
SNe atz,0.1). We see that a perfect CMB prior is a stro
prior: the optimal SNe distribution in this case becomes t
delta functions, one atz50 and one atz5zmax. The Planck
n
th
ky
the

-

3The optimization can be done with respect to the errors of
individual parameters or the determinant of the Fisher matrix~‘‘area
of error ellipse’’ for the two-parameter problem!. The results in the
two cases are similar. We will minimizesw unless otherwise noted

FIG. 3. Optimal redshift distributions in bins of widthDz50.1
for determiningw from SNe alone~second widest columns of th
histogram! and with CMB information added~third and fourth wid-
est!. All cases assumezmax51.7 and no systematic error. The pe
fect CMB prior ~fourth widest,sD50) is a ‘‘strong’’ prior: the
optimal distribution comprises two delta functions; the Planck CM
prior ~third widest! is not strong, as three delta functions rema
For comparison, the black histogram~widest columns! shows a ‘‘fi-
ducial’’ SNAP 1 SN Factory redshift distribution with 28121300
SNe.
5-5
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prior is not strong: in this case, three delta functions rem
at z50,0.5, and 1.7. Figure 4 shows the optimal SNe r
shift distribution usingVM instead of CMB priors, with
sVM

50.005,0.01, and 0.03. TheVM prior is only strong for

sVM
<0.005.

In Figs. 3 and 4, thez;0 peaks in the optimal distribu
tions serve mainly to determineM. Indeed, the Nearby SN
Factory redshift distribution is strongly peaked atz'0.05, in
part for this reason.4 We could have simply imposed a prio
on M instead of including this portion of the redshift distr
bution.

Finally, it is important to consider how much improve
ment the optimal redshift distribution actually provides co
pared to a uniform distribution or the SNAP1SN Factory
distribution: for the cases shown in Figs. 3 and 4,sw is
typically 20% to 30% smaller for the optimal distribution.

2. Inclusion of systematic error and evolution ofw

Now we consider the effect of systematic flux error on t
optimal SNe redshift distribution. As before, we use t
simple model of an irreducible flux error of 0.02 mag in ea
redshift interval of widthDz50.1. We should expect tha
this will broaden the optimal distribution, since it is mo
expedient to spread the remaining SNe to other redshift
once the error in a given bin becomes comparable to
irreducible error. Figures 5 and 6 show the optimal SNe r
shift distributions, with and without CMB andVM priors, in
the presence of systematic errors. Figures 5~a! and 6~a! show
results for thew5const case as before, while Figs. 5~b! and
6~b! allow for evolution of the equation of state,w(z)5w0

4The SN Factory has another important purpose: the system
study of type Ia SNe to better establish their efficacy as stand
izable candles.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, except with matter density priors
sVM

50.03~second widest columns!, 0.01~third widest!, and 0.005
~fourth widest!. The matter density prior is only strong forsVM

<0.005. For a strong matter-density prior, the delta function atzmax

disappears because the highest redshift SNe preferentially prob
matter density.
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1w1z, with w15dw/dzuz50. Comparison of Figs. 5~a! and
6~a! with Figs. 3 and 4 shows that inclusion of systema
error indeed changes the optimal distribution significan
broadening it to become more uniform.

For the case of constantw @Figs. 5~a! and 6~a!#, the gain
in performance for the optimal SNe distribution vs a unifor
or SNAP1SN Factory distribution is reduced to only 3–5
when systematic errors are included. We find that a num
of qualitatively different redshift distributions yield esse
tially the same value ofsw . In particular, in this casesw is
relatively insensitive tozmax: there exist distributions with
no SNe atz.1 which yield sw only 3% larger than the
optimal value~see also Fig. 7!.

The situation is markedly different if we allow for tim
variation in the equation of state. In Figs. 5~b! and 6~b!, we

tic
d-

f

the

FIG. 5. Optimal redshift distributions for determiningw by 3000
SNe measurements alone~solid line! and for 3000 SNe1 Planck
CMB measurements~dashed line!, with zmax51.7 and including
systematic error. For comparison, the black histogram shows
fiducial SNAP1 SN Factory redshift distribution. Bins of width
Dz'0.25 are used solely for numerical convenience.~a! Constant
w; ~b! evolving equation of state,w(z)5w01w1z. The optimal
distributions are no longer sums of delta functions when system
error is taken into account.
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show the distributions that minimizesw1
~the results are al-

most identical ifsw0
is minimized instead!. In the presence

of CMB or matter density priors, the optimal distribution
now include larger numbers of SNe at high redshift. Furth
more, SNe in the high-redshift range 1,z,1.7 are crucial
for precision constraints tow1, even in the presence of
strong prior. For example, aszmax increases from 1 to 1.7
sw1

decreases by more than a factor of two, cf. Fig. 9.

3. Gains from complementarity

The preceding analysis shows that, for fixedzmax, the
error on w is only weakly dependent on the SNe redsh
distribution: in the presence of systematic error, distributio
which are broadly spread over the range 0,z,zmax differ
only slightly in their performance. Therefore the chief det
minant of the error iszmax itself, and we now address how
the efficacy of SNe with complementary information d
pends on this maximum redshift. In Fig. 7, we show t
effect of various CMB and matter density priors on the p
dicted value ofsw vs zmax, assumingw5const, with sys-
tematic error modeled as before and assuming a scaled

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5, except for matter-density priors.
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sion of the SNAP1 SN Factory distribution of redshifts.5

~As noted above, the optimal redshift distribution with th
same value ofzmax would yield only slightly smallersw .)
Figure 7 also includes the error onw for the case of no CMB
prior or knowledge of the matter density~black curve!.

The primary effect of incorporating additional informa
tion, from either the CMB or the matter density, is to dr
matically decreasesw at redshifts less than one and there
lessen the dependence ofsw on zmax. With SNe only,sw
decreases from 0.8 to 0.15 aszmax is increased from 0.5 to
1.5. With the Planck or matter density prior,sw decreases
less rapidly and levels off atz;1. Note that the Planck prio
is more effective than either matter density prior show
Even combining asVM

50.01 prior with Planck provides
little improvement over the Planck prior alone. Although
independent determination ofVM to 60.03 can substantially
improve the precision with whichw can be determined if
zmax<1.5 @11#, the Planck CMB prior by itself does better b
a factor of two.

As mentioned at the end of Sec. II, time variation in t
equation of state is generically expected and is a potenti
important discriminator between dark energy models. Allo
ing for evolution, withw(z)5w01w1z,6 there are now four
parameters to determine:M, VM , w0, andw1. As Figs. 8
and 9 illustrate, without an additional prior, SNe have lit

5When varyingzmax from its fiducial value of 1.7, we truncate th
fiducial SNAP distribution at the newzmax and scale it to preserve
the total of 2812 SNe. The SN Factory distribution is then add
unchanged—300 SNe in the lowest redshift bin.

6As discussed in Ref.@11#, the exact form chosen for the param
etrization is not essential.

FIG. 7. The predictedsw vs SNe survey depth for a combine
set of experiments, ordered from top to bottom:~a! SNe only,~b!
SNe1 MAP ~temperature only!, ~c! SNe1MAP ~temperature and
polarization!, ~d! SNe1 (sVM

50.03), ~e! SNe1 (sVM
50.01), ~f!

SNe1Planck, and~g! SNe1 Planck1 (sVM
50.01). In all cases,

we assume the scaled SNAP1 SN Factory redshift distribution and
an irreducible systematic error in flux measurements of 0.02 ma
redshift binsDz50.1.
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leverage onw0 and w1 @11,31#. An independent determina
tion of the matter density to60.03—not much more strin
gent than already achieved: 0.04@4#—would allow w0 and
w1 to be determined to a precision of about60.1 and60.35
for zmax;1.7 @11#. The Planck prior is just as good as
sVM

50.03 matter density prior forw0 ~if zmax>1) and bet-

ter for w1. Note that the improvement with survey depth
sw1

~and to a lesser extentsw0
) continues out tozmax52 in

all cases. That is, even in the presence of complemen
information from the CMB or the matter density, a SNe s
vey aimed at detecting and constraining the evolution of
dark energy equation of state should extend out to high
shift, zmax;1.5–2.

Thus far, our discussion of CMB anisotropy has been c
fined to the Planck mission. It is also worth considering w
can be learned from the ongoing MAP experiment. As no
in Sec. II, with temperature anisotropy measurements alo
MAP can determineD about 10 times less accurately tha
Planck,sD.0.3. In this case, MAP provides a far less use
prior than the matter density priorsVM

50.03~about a factor

of two worse forsw), cf. Fig. 7. Even if MAP can achieve
its full polarization capability~a factor of two improvemen
in sD @18#!, a MAP prior is still not as good as the matt
density priorsVM

50.03. Moreover, mapping the polariza
tion anisotropy on large angular scales—where it helps
terminew indirectly, by imposing an upper limit to the ion
ization optical deptht—will be difficult in the presence of
polarized synchrotron radiation from the Galaxy. Finally, w
mention that while polarization measurements also have
potential to improve the Planck determination ofD ~by about
50%!, this only improves the joint SNe/CMB determinatio
of w by about 15%. The reason is simple: it is the width
the SNe error ellipse that controlssw .

B. Resource limited

In the analysis so far, we have assumed a fixed total n
ber of observed supernovae,NSN53112. However, the re
sources required to discover and follow up a supernova

FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7, but forw0, wherew(z)5w01w1z. The
curves for SNe1 MAP are not shown.
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pend in general upon its redshift. Thus, an important
more complicated problem involves the optimization of t
determination of dark energy parameters with fixed total
sources. Actually determining what these fixed resources
~e.g., discovery time, follow-up time, spectroscopy time! and
how much each supernova ‘‘costs’’ is beyond the scope
this paper~relevant ongoing studies can be found at@20#!.
We note that these costs will depend in detail upon a var
of technical factors: telescope aperture, pixel size and n
ber, CCD quantum efficiency, sky brightness, atmosphe
seeing ~for ground-based observations!, required signal to
noise, etc.

As a highly simplified model, let the normalized cost
each supernova observed at redshiftz be (11z)m, so that the
total cost of a survey that follows upN supernovae is
( i 51

N (11zi)
m. The problem is to find the optimal SNe red

shift distribution for fixed total resources~total cost! R. For
SNAP, the observing time cost for spectroscopy or photo
etry per supernova is estimated to scale as (11z)6 for fixed
signal to noise@20#. In the case of wide field, multiplexing
photometry that SNAP is designed for, simultaneously d
covering and following up supernovae by repeatedly swe
ing the same field could reduce this by a large factor. To s
the plausible range of cost functions, we show results
m50,3, and 6.

To fix the total resourcesR, we assume that there ar
sufficient resources to carry out a survey of 3112 SNe w
the fiducial SNAP1 SN Factory redshift distribution shown
e.g., in Fig. 3. That is, for a given value ofm, we fix R by
computing the total cost of the fiducial SNAP1 SN Factory
redshift distribution. Then we find the SN redshift distrib
tion that minimizessw within the resource constraint, i.e
for the same value ofR. If we place no upper bound on th
number of SNe per redshift bin, the number of SNe at l
redshifts would be driven to huge values asm is increased.
Clearly a distribution with many thousands of SNe in a
redshift bin is not experimentally realistic, and the systema
error makes this an unwise choice: the gains in terms
reducedsw are negligible once the number of SNe per b
goes much above 100. We therefore impose the further c

FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 7, but forw15(dw/dz)uz50, wherew(z)
5w01w1z. The curves for SNe1MAP are not shown.
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straint that the number of SNe per redshift bin of width 0.
not exceed~a very generous! 1000.

The results form50,3, and 6 are shown in Figs. 10 an
11, again forzmax51.7, the same model for irreducible sy
tematic error as above, and either no prior from the CM
@Figs. 10~a!, 11~a!# or the Planck prior@Figs. 10~b!, 11~b!#. In
Fig. 10 we assume constantw, while in Fig. 11w can evolve.
We note that the performance of the optimal distribution
minimizing sw ~or sw1

) is only 2% to 10% better than th
SNAP1 SN Factory distribution in all cases.

Consider first the constantw case. Figure 10 shows tha
asm increases, SNe start filling up the lower redshift bins
the maximum allowed number; this continues until the
source limit is reached. While this is strictly true for th
Planck prior, with no prior a significant fraction of SNe r
mains in the highest redshift bin. This behavior can be
derstood simply: without any priors, the high redshift SN
are crucial for breaking the degeneracy betweenVM andw
~see Fig. 7!; the addition of the Planck prior partially break

FIG. 10. The resource-optimized redshift distributions for det
mining ~constant! w by ~a! SNe measurements alone and~b! SNe
1Planck, including systematic errors, assuming the cost per su
nova scales as (11z)m, for m50,3,6. The fiducial SNAP1 SN
Factory distribution is shown for comparison.
08350
-

-

this degeneracy, and the number of SNe in the highest
shift bin therefore decreases.

The case of evolvingw is qualitatively similar, with one
important difference: the high-z subsample of SNe is alway
present in the optimal distribution, regardless of the prior
the value ofm. As Fig. 11 shows, the highest redshift b
always has a significant number of SNe (.500), even for
m56, when their cost is large.

Although the exact optimal distribution for a given valu
of m, and the corresponding values ofsw and sw1

, will
depend in practice on details of the optimization—the nu
ber of redshift bins and the maximum number of SNe
lowed per bin—some clear trends emerge from this analy
While the lower redshift bins become relatively more pop
lated in the optimal distributions~reflecting the lower cost of
low-redshift SNe!, the importance of high redshift superno
vae remains: inall cases, at least 800 SNe are at redsh
z.1. For the constantw case with no Planck prior, or fo
evolving w regardless of prior, these high-redshift SNe a
crucial to making the error onw small enough to be useful

Clearly we have just scratched the surface with regard
resource-limited optimization; to proceed further, one wou

-

er-
FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 10, but withw(z)5w01w1 z.
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need a much more quantitative description of the resou
available and the systematics.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Unraveling the nature of dark energy is one of the o
standing challenges in physics and astronomy. Determin
its properties is critical to understanding the Universe and
destiny and may shed light on the fundamental nature of
quantum vacuum and perhaps even of space-time. Typ
supernovae and CMB anisotropy can both probe the d
energy equation of statew, and we have explored in deta
the synergy between the two. With the MAP mission
progress, the Planck mission slated for launch in 2007,
the design of dedicated SN surveys now underway, suc
study is very timely.

CMB anisotropy alone cannot tightly constrain the pro
erties of dark energy because of a strong degeneracy bet
the average equation of state and the matter density. SNe
probe w with a precision that improves significantly wit
knowledge of the matter density, becauseH0r (z) depends
only uponw andVM . A key result of this paper is that CMB
anisotropy measurements by the upcoming Planck mis
have even more potential for improving the ability of SNe
probe dark energy. The reason is simple: in theVM-w plane
~Fig. 1!, the CMB constraint is more complementary to t
SNe constraint than is the determination ofVM .

Compared to the matter density priorsVM
50.03, Planck

CMB data reduce the predicted errorsw ~under the assump
tion of constantw) by about a factor of two~Fig. 7!. In
probing possible variation ofw with redshift, the Planck
prior is also significantly better than the same matter den
prior ~Fig. 9!. Given the concern expressed by some~e.g.,
@31#! that a precise measurement of the matter density in
pendent of dark energy properties may be difficult, this
good news. On the other hand, we find that even if MAP c
successfully measure polarization on large scales, its po
tial for complementarity with SNe falls short of that fo
Planck and is not as good as thesVM

50.03 matter density
prior.
o-
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We have also explored how the SNe determination of
dark energy equation of state, with or without prior inform
tion from the CMB or the matter density, depends upon
redshift distribution of the survey, including the effects
systematic error and a realistic spread of SNe redshifts.
either constant or evolvingw, the optimal strategy calls fo
significant numbers of SNe above redshiftz;1. For the con-
stantw case with no Planck prior, or for evolvingw regard-
less of prior, these high-redshift SNe are necessary
achievingsw,0.1. Observing substantial numbers of SNe
these high redshifts also provides the only hope of prob
time evolution of the equation of state with reasonable p
cision. Moreover, the improvement insdw/dz continues to
high redshift:sdw/dz falls by more than a factor of two whe
zmax increases from 1 to 2~Fig. 9!. Since we currently have
no prior information about~or consensus physical mode
which significantly constrain! the time variation ofw, the
design of a SNe survey aimed at probing dark energy sho
take into account the possibility thatw evolves. These con
clusions about the need for high-redshift supernovae do
change significantly if we consider a hypothetical survey
which resources are constrained and a redshift-depen
cost is assigned to each supernova.

Reference@14# raised the question whether a shallow SN
survey is better than a deep one in determining the d
energy equation of state, given prior knowledge from t
CMB. Our results indicate that it is not, once the SNe a
CMB experiments are realistically modelled. On the co
trary, CMB/SNe complementarity strengthens the case fo
deep SNe survey that extends to redshiftz;2.
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